Meeting Agenda

May 9, 2005
1:00 p.m.
Federal Trade Commission, Conference Center, Rooms A & B
601 New Jersey Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.

1. Discussion of Enforcement Institutions Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Garza)
2. Discussion of Exclusionary Conduct Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Jacobson)
3. Discussion of Immunities & Exemptions Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Yarowsky)
4. Discussion of International Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Delrahim)
5. Discussion of Merger Enforcement Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Garza)
6. Discussion of “New Economy” Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Warden)
7. Discussion of Regulated Industries Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Cannon)
8. Discussion of Remedies Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Burchfield)
9. Discussion of Robinson-Patman Act Study Plan (introduced by Comm’r Litvack)